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Classical trajectory calculations for collision-energy Õelectron-energy
resolved two-dimensional Penning ionization electron spectra of N 2 ,
CO, and CH3CN with metastable He * „2 3S… atoms
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Sendai 980-8578, Japan
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Collision-energy/electron-energy resolved two-dimensional Penning ionization electron spectra
~2D-PIES! of N2 , CO, and CH3CN with metastable He* (2 3S) atoms are measured, and classical
trajectory calculations with anisotropic entrance and exit potential energy surfaces are performed for
these systems. Numerical qualities of the entrance potential surfaces are decisively important to
understand the collisional ionization dynamics as well as to reproduce observed 2D-PIES, whereas
the exit potential surfaces are less sensitive to the collisional ionization dynamics and the electron
spectra except for special cases in which a deep potential well is relevant in the entrance potential
surface.Ab initio calculations of both entrance and exit potentials as well as ionization widths are
found to be reliable in obtaining their anisotropy and radial dependence with good quantitative
accuracy. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1503312#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most fundamental problems in chemi
physics is to understand how chemical reactions take pl
That is, how reactant particles make their journey to pr
ucts. In order to elucidate chemical reaction dynamics, i
important to study details of time evolution: how particl
behave from initial states to final states. In addition to su
state-to-state dynamics, spatial characteristics of elemen
reaction processes are of great importance for collisiona
actions involving anisotropic particles. Reaction probabilit
in a single-collision condition are decisively sensitive to re
tive geometries of reactant particles. Thus, stereo dynam
in collisional reactions should be studied in detail by theo
and experiments.

One of the simplest reaction processes including co
sions is a chemi-ionization process known as Penning
ization (A* 1M→A1M i

11e2);1 a molecule M collides
with an excited atom A* @such as a metastable He* (2 3S)
atom# having an excitation energy larger than the lowest io
ization potential~IP! of the molecule, and then M is ionize
into an ionic state of Mi

1 to eject an electron e2. The kinetic
energy of the electron (Ee) ejected in the ionization proces
depends on the respective ionization potential (IP)i produc-
ing the corresponding ionic state of Mi

1 . If several electronic
states of Mi

1 can be produced, the total ionization cross s
tion sT is the sum of the partial ionization cross sectio
s ( i ). Although sT can be observed by detecting produc
ions, s ( i ) should be measured by a sophisticated techni
analyzing produced ionic states. An application of elect
spectroscopic techniques to Penning ionization2–4 has made
it possible to observe partial ionization cross sections as b

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
ohnok@qpcrkk.chem.tohoku.ac.jp
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intensities in a Penning ionization electron spectrum~PIES!.2

Branching ratios for production of various ionic states of t
molecule Mi

1 can thus be estimated from relative band
tensities of PIES. Based on the electron exchange model
posed by Hotop and Niehaus,5 ionization into a particular
final ionic state should take place with a high probabil
when the 1s orbital of the He atom overlaps effectively wit
the target molecular orbital from which an electron is r
moved. Branching ratios estimated from relative band int
sities of PIES can be well described with electron densi
outside the repulsive surface of the molecule~exterior elec-
tron density; EED!.6–8 The exterior electron model for Pen
ning ionization has been used to understand reactivity
molecular orbitals of various molecules in connection w
the anisotropy of orbital functions as well as their ster
chemical environments.8 Sensitivity of Penning ionization to
the exterior electron distribution has been compared w
electron momentum spectroscopic studies.9,10

Another important variable of collisional ionization i
the collision energy (Ec) between A* and M,2–4,11 because
ionization cross sections are in general functions of the r
tive kinetic energies between the colliding particles. A
though the collision energy dependence of total ionizat
cross sections has been studied extensively by detecting
duced ions or quenching rates of metastable atoms,12–18col-
lision energy dependence of ‘‘partial’’ Penning ionizatio
cross sections~CEDPICS! has eluded observation for a lon
time. CEDPICSs for molecular targets were first observed
using an electron spectroscopic technique combined w
time-of-flight selections of velocities of metastab
atoms.19–21 Recently, we have developed a collision-energ
electron-energy resolved two-dimensional Penning ioni
tion electron spectroscopic~2D-PIES! technique,22 in which
the produced electron intensity is observed as a function
both Ec andEe. This 2D-PIES technique also enables us
il:
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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5708 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Yamazaki et al.
observe collision-energy resolved Penning ionization e
tron spectra~CERPIES!.23 Although collision energies were
selected stepwise, CERPIES were also measured
He* (2 1S)1N2

11,24,25and He* (2 1,3S)1Ar11,26 by means of
crossed supersonic beams.

Fundamental theories of Penning ionization for
atomic target were established by Nakamura27 and Miller.28

These theories require the ionization widthG or the ioniza-
tion transition rateW as well as the interaction potentials
collisional ionization processes for both the entrance (V* )
and the exit (V1) channels. Applications of these theories
simple atomic targets such as H and Li atoms have b
performed in a straightforward way; collision energy depe
dence of Penning ionization cross sections for atomic tar
have been calculated by usingab initio potentials andab
initio ionization widths combined with a classical trajecto
theory29,30 or a quantum-mechanical scattering theory.31,32

Numerical calculations of CERPIES have also been p
formed for He* (2 3S)1H29,30,32and He* (2 3S)1Li31,33 us-
ing ab initio potentials andab initio ionization width. Some
semiempirical treatments for the ionization width were e
ployed for He*1He*34 and He* (2 3S)1H, Li, Na.35 More-
over, semiempirical functions were used for both potent
and width for He* (2 1,3S)1Ar.22,26,36 Recently, Ishida and
Katagiri37 did ab initio molecular orbital studies fo
He* (2 1,3S)1Ar, and showed thatab initio ionization
widths for both singlet and triplet He* deviate from the
single exponential form commonly used in many studies

In order to perform numerical calculations of CEDPIC
and CERPIES for molecular target systems, anisotropic p
of potential functions and ionization width should be det
mined precisely. Appropriate estimation of anisotropy h
been a major obstacle except for a very simple system
He* (2 1,3S)1H2 for which ab initio calculations and quan
tum scattering treatments have been made by Cohen
Lane.38 Dunlavy et al. have performed quantum scatterin
calculations for CERPIES for He* (2 1S)1N2 by using
semiempirical potential functions and ionization width co
bined with Legendre expansions.25 Ishida and Horime have
made ab initio calculations of CEDPICS for He* (2 3S)
1N2.39–41 Ogawaet al. have performed considerably sim
plified calculations includingab initio model potentials and
ionization width to yield satisfactory agreement with o
served CEDPICS for He* (2 3S)1N2

42 and He* (2 3S)
1CH3CN.43 Based on theab initio models, observed 2D
PIES including both CEDPICS and CERPIES have be
compared with calculations for He* (2 3S)1N2

44 and for
He* (2 3S)1CO.45

Since the entrance potentialV* is embedded among ion
ization continua,ab initio calculations ofV* for molecular
targets are hardly done except for He* (2 1,3S)1H2,38

He* (2 3S)1N2,39 and He* (2 3S)1H2O;46,47 ab initio po-
tential curves were obtained by the Feshbach projection
erator method.48,49An alternative approach avoiding the di
ficulty associated with the very high excitation energy of t
superexcited state is a replacement of the metastable rar
atom with the corresponding alkali atom on the basis of
well-known resemblance in interaction with various atom
targets;50–53 because of the outstanding importance of
Downloaded 15 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.158. Redistribution subject to AI
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outer electron, the velocity dependence of the total scatte
cross section of He* (2 3S) by He, Ar, and Kr is very similar
to that of Li(22S),50 and the location of the potential we
and its depth are very similar for both He* (2 3S) and
Li(2 2S) with various atomic targets.51,52Therefore, in place
of He* (2 3S) a ground-state Li atom has been used in c
culations ofab initio model potentials forV* .42–45 Aniso-
tropic interaction potentials between a Li atom and m
ecules have been studied in many other fields; cha
transfer and van der Waals interactions for CH3CN1Li has
been studied in connection with matrix ESR studies54 and
gas phase cluster studies.55 Directions of the attractive poten
tial wells have been discussed for CH3Cl1He* ,56 Ne* ,57

and CHCl31Ar* .58 Recently,ab initio Li model potentials
have been improved for N21He* and CO1He*.59

As for exit potentialsV1 between molecular ion and
ground-state He atom,ab initio calculations for N2

11He60

were applied to Penning ionization system of He* (2 1S)
1N2.25 Various levels of calculations forV1 of He* (2 3S)
1N2 have been compared in detail for theoretical reprod
tion of 2D-PIES;44 almost no substantial difference of inte
action potentials was found between the outer vale
Green’s function method~OVGF!61 and the multireference
single and double excitation configuration interacti
method~MRSDCI!, and even Koopmans’ approximation u
ing Hartree–Fock orbital energies gave satisfactory inter
tion potentials in good agreement with the observ
2D-PIES.44 This indicates thatab initio calculations of inter-
action potential functions are much more difficult for th
entrance channel rather than for the exit channel.

Although many studies employed the single exponen
form for the ionization widthG in combination with the Leg-
endre expansion for its angular part, this may not be suita
for the following reasons:~1! As suggested by Ishida an
Katagiri,37 its radial dependence is not necessarily a sin
exponential, and~2! the Legendre expansion cannot be fitt
easily for highly anisotropic systems. In order to take t
radial and angular characteristics ofG into account in the
more realistic levels of approximation,ab initio calculation
using molecular wave functions should be made for the i
ization width.

In this study, theoretical construction of 2D-PIES bas
on ab initio calculations were made for N21He* (2 3S),
CO1He* (2 3S), and CH3CN1He* (2 3S) as typical sys-
tems, and results were compared with observed 2D-PI
Optical potentials in the collisional reaction process, r
parts of the entrance potentialV* together with the imagi-
nary part of the ionization widthG, as well as the exit poten
tial V1 were discussed in connection with their significan
in the stereo reaction dynamics.

II. EXPERIMENT SECTION

The experimental apparatus used in the present study
been reported in previous papers.19–23A metastable beam o
He was produced by a nozzle discharge source, and
He* (2 1S) component was quenched by a water-cooled
lium discharge lamp. The metastable He* (2 3S) beam was
pulsed by a mechanical chopper and then introduced in
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5709J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Energy resolved Penning ionization
collision cell located 504 mm downstream from the chop
disk. The kinetic energy of electrons ejected with Penn
ionization was measured by a hemispherical electrost
deflection-type analyzer using an electron collection an
90° to the incident He* (2 3S) beam. The transmission effi
ciency curve of the electron energy analyzer was determ
by comparing our He I UPS data with those of Gardner a
Samson62 and Kimuraet al.63 The energy resolution of the
electron energy analyzer was 70 meV in the measuremen
N2 and CO to obtain the vibrational structures and 200 m
for CH3CN estimated from the full width at half maximum
~fwhm! of the Ar1(2P3/2) peak in the He I UPS. The back
ground pressure in the reaction chamber was on the orde
1027 Torr, and the experiments were performed unde
sample pressure of ca. 231025 Torr.

The He* velocity distributionI He* (nHe* ) was obtained
by measuring a time-of-flight~TOF! of electrons emitted
from a stainless-steel plate inserted into the collision c
since TOFs of secondary electrons from the metal surfac
the detector are negligibly short in comparison with that
the He* atoms. The 2D Penning ionization electron intens
of sample moleculesI e(Ee,t) as functions of electron kinetic
energyEe and timet was converted toI e(Ee,tTOF) as func-
tions of Ee and TOF of the He* beam. TheI e(Ee,tTOF) can
lead to I e(Ee,nHe* ) as functions ofEe and velocity of He*
atomsnHe* . By the following equations, the 2D Pennin
ionization cross sections(Ee,n r) was obtained:

s~Ee,n r !5c
I e~Ee,nHe* !

I He* ~nHe* !

nHe*
n r

~1!

n r5AnHe*
2

1
3kBT

m
~2!

where c is a constant,n r is the relative velocity average
over the velocity of the target molecule,kB is the Boltzmann
constant, andT andm are the gas temperature and the m
of the target molecule, respectively. The cross section in
~1! is normalized with the velocity distributionI He* (nHe* ) of
He* beam. Finally,s(Ee,n r) is converted tos(Ee,Ec) by
the relation

Ec5
1
2mn r

2 ~3!

wherem is the reduced mass of the colliding system.

III. CALCULATIONS

The most important theoretical quantities of Penn
ionization are the following functions: the interaction pote
tial V* for the entrance channel~A*1M!, the interaction
potentialVi

1 for the exit channel (A1M i
1), and the ioniza-

tion width G ( i ) for the electronic transition causing ionizatio
of the molecule into theith ionic state associated with th
deexcitation of the metastable atom to the ground st
When these functions are given, various aspects of Pen
ionization can be calculated with appropriate descriptions
collision dynamics.

A. Entrance potential energy surface

In order to avoid difficulties associated with highly e
cited electronic states embedded in ionization continua,
Downloaded 15 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.158. Redistribution subject to AI
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model potentialV0 for the system of M1Li(2 2S) was cal-
culated in place of the entrance interaction potentialV* for
M1He* (2 3S) on the basis of the well-known resemblan
between He* (2 3S) and Li(22S).50–53 The Li model poten-
tial V0 was obtained from the following equation:

V05EMLi 2~EM1ELi !, ~4!

whereEMLi , EM , andELi are the total energy of the inter
acting system~M1Li !, the isolated molecule~M!, and the
isolated Li atom, respectively.

Li model potentialsV0 were calculated for N21Li, CO
1Li, and CH3CN1Li systems instead of N21He* ,
CO1He*, and CH3CN1He* . TheGAUSSIAN program64 was
used with the following optional treatments: For N21Li and
CO1Li the coupled cluster method including single, doub
and optional triple excitation CCSD~T! with 6-3111G* basis
sets were used, and for CH3CN1Li the second-order
Møller–Plesset perturbation theory was used to include e
tron correlation effects with the basis set of 6-3111G** .
Full counterpoise method65 was employed to correct th
basis-set superposition error. Molecular structures were fi
at experimental equilibrium geometries. This treatme
means that intramolecular nucleus motions are neglig
slow in comparison with the motion of the He atom collidin
with the target molecule. Although the experimental con
tion of the collision energy range~ca. 70–400 meV! is in a
marginal region, this frozen molecular structure approxim
tion has been found to be reasonable in the previous stu
for He* (2 3S)1N2, He* (2 3S)1CO, and He* (2 3S)
1CH3CN.42–45,59 Such a vibrationally adiabatic treatme
has also been employed for He* (2 1S)1N2 by Dunlavy and
Siska.25

In the cases of N21Li and CO1Li, the potential energy
surfacesV0(R,u) were obtained as functions ofR and u,
whereR is the distance between the Li~He* ! atom and the
center of mass of the molecule~X!, u is the polar angle from
the molecular axis. Interaction potential energies were ca
lated at 145 points for different orientation of N2 with respect
to Li~He* ! and 186 points for CO1Li ~He* !. In the case of
CH3CN1Li, the potential energy surfaceV0(R,u,f) was
obtained as functions ofR, u, and f, whereu is the polar
angle from the CCN axis of CH3CN, andf is the azimuthal
angle. Interaction potential energies were calculated at
points for different orientation of CH3CN with respect to
Li ~He* !. Potential data were interpolated with cubic spli
functions to obtain the potential energy at arbitrary orien
tion of the He atom and a molecule. In order to obtain t
maximum efficiency to reduce essential data points, as w
as to minimize inaccuracies associated with interpolatio
the following procedures were employed.~1! At first, spline
treatments were taken along radial directions from the ce
of mass of the molecule, since the asymptotic propertie
the shorter and the longer distances are well-known.~2! In
the second step, spline treatments were made for circ
directions along with circles of suitable radii for which po
tential values at crossing points with radial axes could ea
be obtained from the splined data determined in the first s
~3! Potential values at arbitrary points were obtained fro
the splined data in the first two steps at any instance of
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5710 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Yamazaki et al.
jectory calculations; a radial spline along a direction inclu
ing the sampled point was performed by using already de
mined circular splines for various radii to yield the potent
value of the sampled point very efficiently.

In the case of N2 and CO, the lower energy parts o
repulsive potential walls in the entrance potentials w
found to be especially important to reproduce CEDPICS
CERPIES; therefore, a linear scaling method has been u
in the previous studies:42,44,45

V0
scaled~R,u!5aV0~R,u!, ~5!

where a is a scaling constant. Recently, the more flexib
treatment using exponential corrections~EC! has been pro-
posed for improving theab initio Li model potentials.59 In
the present study, the EC model was used for N21He* and
CO1He*. In the EC model, the following potentialVEC is
introduced:

VEC~R,u!5V0~R,u!2(
i

Ai Pi~cosu!exp~2R/B!. ~6!

Here, R is the distance between the He* ~Li ! atom and the
center-of-mass of the molecule,u denotes the angle of th
vector R directing to the He* ~Li ! atom from the center o
mass with respect to the molecular axis,Pi(cosu) is the ith-
order term of Legendre polynomials, andAi and B are pa-
rameters to be optimized. For N21He* and CO1He*, opti-
mized model potentials ofVEC(R,u) were used as the
entrance potentialsV* .

In the case of CH3CN, the nature of the entrance pote
tial is decisively governed by the deep potential well of c
380 meV around the CN group.43 As for nitrogen or oxygen
containing molecules having a deep potential well with
He* atom, Li model potentials have been found to be sa
factory in connection with observed peak shifts with resp
to the corresponding photoelectron bands.66–72 Since the
modification technique ofVEC requires a very high compu
tational cost, especially for highly anisotropic systems, the
model potentialV0 was employed asV* for CH3CN1He*
in the present study.

B. Ionization widths

The ionization widthG ( i ) of the entrance potential fo
producing theith ionic state is given by

G~ i !52pr~ i !u^F0uHeluF~ i !&u2, ~7!

wherer ( i ) is the density of final states,Hel is the electronic
Hamiltonian, andF0 andF ( i ) are the electronic wave func
tion for the initial and final states, respectively. By usi
Slater determinant wave functions composed of one-elec
orbitals for both initial and final states, the integral in Eq.~7!
can be approximated as

^F0uHeluF~ i !&'^c2s~1!f i~2!u
1

r 12
uc1s~1!fe~ i !~2!&

2^c2s~1!f i~2!u
1

r 12
uc1s~2!fe~ i !~1!&,

~8!
Downloaded 15 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.158. Redistribution subject to AI
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wherec2s andf i are the 2s orbital of He* in the initial state
and theith orbital of the target molecule, respectively, a
c1s andfe( i ) are the He 1s orbital in the final state and the
ejected electron orbital in the continuum, respectively.
case of He* (2 3S), the first term vanishes because of t
spin inversion. The remaining second term in Eq.~8! can be
approximated as a product of two overlap integrals

2C^f i uc1s&^c2sufe~ i !&, ~9!

whereC is a constant factor obtained by replacingr 12 to an
average value.73 This overlap approximation in Eq.~9! is
based on the Mulliken approximation for the two electr
integral ^pruqs&74

^pruqs&5~1/4!^puq&^r us&$^ppurr &

1^ppuss&1^qqurr &1^qquss&%. ~10!

This approximation has been widely used in semiempiri
molecular orbital theories as well as in semiempirical tre
ments for electron transfer rates in various electron trans
phenomena including charge transfer75 and exciton
diffusion.76 Since the 2s and continuum orbitals are ver
diffuse, anisotropy of the ionization width is mainly gov
erned by the compact He 1s and ionized molecular orbitals
Thus, the following formula can be used as the ionizat
width for the purpose of the present study:

G~ i !5K ~ i !u^f i uc1s&u2, ~11!

where K ( i ) is a constant value for each ionic state that
determined in order to reproduce observed ionization bran
ing ratios and collision-energy dependence. Orbital functio
f i andc1s were obtained fromab initio self-consistent field
~SCF! calculation for the neutral molecule and a He ato
with the same basis set as used in the potential calculati
It should be noted here that bothf i and c1s are orbital
functions for the ground states, since the molecule in
initial state and the He atom in the final state are in th
ground electronic states. It should also be noted that if
overlap integral in Eq.~11! is replaced by a single exponen
tial function of the distanceR, then the expression for th
ionization widthG ( i ) will become the commonly used sem
empirical formula.77,78 In the present study, in order to con
sider anisotropic properties as well as distortion of the rad
dependence from the single exponential form, the over
approximation of Eq.~11! was employed.

C. Classical trajectory calculations

In this study, the dynamics of Penning ionization w
described within a classical treatment42 in order to obtain
CEDPICS and CERPIES. The molecular structure was fix
and the relative motion between the center of mass of
molecule and the He* atom was determined by the equatio
of motion. Initial rotational energies of the molecule we
generated so as to fit with the Boltzmann distribution at 3
K, and the impact parameterb was set randomly from 0 to 7
Å for N21He* and CO1He* and from 0 to 9 Å for
CH3CN1He* . The rotational motion of the molecule wa
treated in terms of the quaternion parameters using E
angles.79,80Once a set of the initial parameters of a trajecto
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5711J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Energy resolved Penning ionization
was determined, then time evolution of these parameters
calculated to obtain the trajectory. For a particular initial c
lision energy, 3000 trajectories~10 000 for CH3CN1He* )
were calculated with various initial parameters random
generated.

In each trajectory step, a partial transition probabil
P( i ) in a time intervaldt was expressed as follows:

P~ i !~ t !dt5S~ t !W~ i !~R~ t !!dt, ~12!

W~ i !~R!5
G~ i !~R!

\
, ~13!

S~ t !512(
i

Pint
~ i !~ t !, ~14!

Pint
~ i !~ t !5E

0

t

P~ i !~ t !dt, ~15!

whereW( i ) is the transition rate to theith ionic state andR is
the relative position of He* with respect to the molecule
which is specified byR, u, andf. S(t) is a statistical survival
factor for the metastable He* atom at a particular timet. This
factor can be considered as the survival probability of He* in
the excited state as a function of timet ~or a function of the
geometrical position along the trajectory!. Although in a real
trajectory the ionization event occurs at most once at a
tain position on that trajectory, one may treat a bundle of
same trajectories in a statistical way for computational e
ciency. Thus, the integrated partial ionization probabil
Pint

( i )(t) is also a function of time~or positions!, which can be
determined by integration of partial ionization probabili
P( i )(t) before time t ~or before arriving at the position!.
Then, the survival factorS(t) can be obtained from the sum
mation of Pint

( i )(t) over the possible ionic states. The tran
tion rate to theith ionic stateW( i ) can be evaluated with th
ionization widthsG ( i ) at each geometrical configurations
He* and a molecule.

The partial ionization cross sections ( i ) was obtained
from ionization probabilityP( i )5Pint

( i )(`) during the whole
span of the trajectory with a weight factor of 2p b db:

s~ i !5E
0

`

2pbP~ i !db. ~16!

Here,b is the impact parameter. Since the initial conditio
for the molecular orientation and the direction of the angu
momentum vector are randomly generated to yield an iso
pic treatment, each trajectory with a particular impact para
eter can be treated with an equal weight to lead to the i
gration of Eq. ~16!. Theoretical CEDPICS were obtaine
from partial ionization cross sectionss ( i ) for various colli-
sion energies.

D. Exit potential energy surfaces and 2D-PIES

In order to obtain theoretical CERPIES, the kinetic e
ergy of the ejected electron at each trajectory step shoul
calculated as the potential energy difference between the
trance and exit channels.3 This relationship among the
ejected electron energy and the entrance and exit pote
surfaces is based on the commonly used assumption tha
Downloaded 15 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.158. Redistribution subject to AI
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kinetic energy of the relative motion between the react
particles is conserved on a vertical transition in the adiab
approximation.

The exit potential surfaces were calculated for thr
ionic states of N2

11He and CO11He and for four states o
CH3CN11He. Each exit potential surface was obtain
from the vertical ionization potential~IP! for N21He,
CO1He, and CH3CN1He in their neutral ground states
The procedures for obtaining multiexit potential surfac
are as follows. The interaction energyVG(R,u,f) of the
neutral ground state was calculated, and then the ver
IP @ IP( i )(R,u,f)] for the ith ionic states as functions of th
distanceR, the angleu, andf was added to theVG(R,u,f).
The exit potential energy surfaceV( i )

1 (R,u,f) with the ith
ionic state was thus obtained by the following equation:

V~ i !
1 ~R,u,f!5VG~R,u,f!1IP~ i !~R,u,f!2IP~ i !~`!,

~17!

where IP( i )(`) is IP of each molecule at the infinite distanc
between the He atom and the respective molecule. The o
valence Green’s function~OVGF! method61 was used for
calculating the IPs. The relative energies of exit chann
E( i )

1 (R,u,f) to the ground state were obtained by correctio
with observed IPs,63 IPobs

( i ) (`), of each molecule at the infi
nite distance between the He atom and the respective m
ecule

E~ i !
1 ~R,u,f!5IPobs

~ i ! ~`!1V~ i !
1 ~R,u,f!. ~18!

Although calculated IPs by OVGF method for isolated m
ecules are in good agreement with the observed va
within a difference of 30 meV, these discrepancies may a
contribute to the total discrepancies in the theoretical 2
PIES ~or CERPIES!. Since our purpose is to discuss col
sional ionization dynamics and to understand the reac
processes in connection with interaction potentials and i
ization widths, the IPs for the infinite distance were tak
from the observed photoelectron data rather than the ca
lations.

The structure of the molecular cation was fixed at t
structure of the neutral form, since the electronic transit
can be described as a vertical transition in the collisio
ionization. The electron kinetic energyEe

( i )(R,u,f) at an
arbitrary orientation of a molecule with respect to the H
atom can be calculated by

Ee
~ i !~R,u,f!5E0~R,u,f!2E~ i !

1 ~R,u,f!, ~19!

where the relative energy of the entrance channel to
ground state is denoted asE0(R,u,f), which is 19.82 eV at
the infinite distance between the He* (2 3S) atom and the
molecule. By accumulating the electronic transition probab
ity for the respective electron kinetic energy at each traj
tory step, the collision-energy resolved PIES~CERPIES! was
obtained.

Vibrational structures in CERPIES were constructed
distributing ionization probabilities according to the Franck
Condon factors and vibrational frequencies; for N2 theoreti-
cal values81 were used, and for CO45 and CH3CN82 observed
data for photoelectron spectra were employed. In this tre
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ment, intramolecular potentials of the ion were assumed
modified by the presence of the He atom. The bandwidth
each vibrational peak was broadened by a Gaussian w
full-width at half-maximum~fwhm! of 155 meV, which was
estimated from the apparatus function. Theoretical 2D-P
was obtained from a number of CERPIESs with differe
collision energies in the interval ofEc510 meV.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. N2¿He* „2 3S… and CO¿He* „2 3S…

Figures 1 and 2 show the entrance potential ene
curvesV* (R,u) obtained from the EC model potential ca
culations. The contour maps for the repulsive boundary
sitions are also shown with an energy spacing of 100 m
Parameters for the EC model were determined so as to
produce observed CEDPICS as well as branching ratio59

Optimized parameter sets were listed in Table I. The na
of the obtained parameters will be discussed in Sec. IV D

In the case of N21He* , calculated model potential en
ergies were positive almost all around the N2 molecule, ex-
cept for a very shallow van der Waals well. The calcula
well depth is29.22 meV atR54.88 Å for the perpendicula
direction ~u590°!. For repulsive potentials, the intensity o
2D-PIES is expected to increase with increasing collis
energy, because collision partners can interact more clo
at higher collision energies to increase the ionization wid
In the collision energy range larger than 80 meV, the rep
sive potential wall for the collinear direction~u50°! is much
steeper than that for the perpendicular direction~u590°!.
On the other hand, for collision energies below 80 m
the slope of the potential wall is considerably softened
u50°. The origin of this ‘‘soft spot’’ has been discussed
the sp hybridization effect of atomic orbitals on He* ~Li !
atom.19,38,83–86It should be noted that thesp hybridization

FIG. 1. The entrance potential energy curvesV* (R,u) for N21He* (2 3S)
obtained from the EC model potential calculations@see Eq.~6!#. Optimized
parameter sets were listed in Table I.R is the distance between He* (2 3S)
and the center-of-mass of N2 , andu is the angle from the collinear direction
The contour maps for the repulsive boundary positions are shown wit
energy spacing of 100 meV.
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effect is also responsible for the very hard repulsive w
above 80 meV, since the downward deformation of the
tential curve from a simple exponential decay at the dista
of ca 2.5–3.5 Å explains both behaviors foru50°.19

In the case of CO1He*, calculated model potential en
ergies were also almost all positive around the CO molec
The calculated van der Waals well depth is211.5 meV at
R54.55 Å for the almost perpendicular direction~u580.3°!.
The repulsive potential wall for the collinear direction
~u50° andu5180°! becomes steeper at the higher collisi
energy range than that for the perpendicular direction~u
590°!. Although this propensity is similar to the case
N21He* , crossover collision energies are 30 meV f
u50°~C-atom side! and 70 meV foru5180°~O-atom side!
reflecting the anisotropy. This difference in the energy ran
of the soft spot, where the downward deformation effect
curs on the potential curve, is also related to the relat
hardness of the potential wall at the higher energy region
causes the slope of the CEDPICS for theX̃ state being more
flattened with respect to that for theB̃ state.

By collision with He* (2 3S), N2 and CO molecules can
be ionized into three ionic states.X̃(2Sg

1), Ã(2Pu), and
B̃(2Su

1) states of N2
1 correspond to the removal of an ele

tron from the 3sg , 1pu , and 2su molecular orbitals of N2 ,

n

FIG. 2. The entrance potential energy curvesV* (R,u) for CO
1He* (2 3S) obtained from the EC model potential calculations@see Eq.
~6!#. Optimized parameter sets were listed in Table I.R is the distance
between He* (2 3S) and the center-of-mass~X! of CO, andu denotes the
CXHe* angle. The contour maps for the repulsive boundary positions
shown with an energy spacing of 100 meV.

TABLE I. Optimized parametersAi and B in the correction term of
Ai Pi(cosu)exp(2R/B) @see Eq. ~6!# for N21He* (2 3S) and CO
1He* (2 3S).

N21He* (2 3S) CO1He* (2 3S)

A0 /meV 941 ~65!a 2870 ~63!a

A1 /meV ¯ 296 ~64!a

A2 /meV 2379 ~67!a 21300 ~64!a

A4 /meV 0 ~67!a
¯

B/Å 1.104 ~60.014!a 0.861~60.009!a

aEstimated uncertainties in Ref. 59.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5713J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Energy resolved Penning ionization
respectively. For CO1, X̃(2S1), Ã(2P), andB̃(2S1) states
correspond to ionization from the 5s, 1p, and 4s molecular
orbitals of CO, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 show the e
potential energy curvesV( i )

1 (R,u) for N2
11He and CO1

1He. The contour maps for the repulsive boundary positi
are also shown with an energy spacing of 100 meV. E
potentials are repulsive except for CO1(B̃ 2S1). As can be
seen from a comparison of the contour maps, the repul
wall in each exit potential is much harder than that of t
entrance potential; geometrical spacing of the contour cu
are very narrow in every direction forV1. This is probably
due to the very small polarizability of the ground state
atom. It should be noted that positions of the repulsive w
for the exit potential are compressed to the shorter distan
in the directions where ionized electron orbitals are distr
uted; positions of the repulsive walls for theÃ states are
extremely compressed at the shorter distances in the per
dicular directions both in N2

11He and CO11He.
Figures 5 and 6 show~a! observed and~b! calculated

contour maps of 2D-PIES; heights of electron signals
cross sections are shown in a relative unit. The right-h
panel of each figure shows CERPIES drawn with a solid l
for Ec;100 meV and with a dotted line forEc;300 meV for
N21He* (2 3S) or Ec;250 meV for CO1He* (2 3S). In or-
der to reproduce observed branching ratios, the ratios of

constantK ( i ) in Eq. ~11! were optimized asK (X̃):K (Ã):K (B̃)

51.00:1.33:2.38 for N21He* and K (X̃):K (Ã):K (B̃)

FIG. 3. The calculated exit potential energy curvesV( i )
1 (R,u) for N2

1

1He. R is the distance between He and the center-of-mass of N2
1 , andu is

the angle from the collinear direction. The contour maps for the repul
boundary positions are also shown with an energy spacing of 100 m
X̃(2Sg

1), Ã(2Pu), andB̃(2Su
1) denote the electronic states of N2

1 .
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51.00:2.07:2.55 for CO1He*. Collision energy depen-
dences of band intensities, peak positions, and bandwi
are well reproduced by the present trajectory calculation

The collision energy dependence of the band intensity
2D-PIES shows strong anisotropy of the entrance poten
surface, because the electronic transition in Penning ion
tion effectively occurs when a He* atom approaches to
geometrical region where the electron density of the mole
lar orbital to be ionized is relatively high@see Eq.~11!#.
Figures 7 and 8 show logs(i) versus logEc plots of CED-
PICS for N21He* (2 3S) and CO1He* (2 3S). Observed
cross sections are plotted with circles and total cross sect
are normalized with crossed-beam experiments,17 and they
are compared with those for the present calculation sho
with solid lines. Contour maps of the electron densities
molecular orbitals corresponding to the respective io
states are also shown in Figs. 7 and 8, in which the th
solid line in the maps shows the contour curve of 100 m
of the entrance potential as a reference of the repuls
boundary. In the maps of the molecular orbitals and the
pulsive boundary, the thick arrow indicates important dire
tions of the interactions between the molecule and the H*
atom. The most reactive directions are in the perpendic
directions for P states and the collinear directions forS
states reflecting respective orbital electron distributions. I
of note that for theP state (Ã) of N21He* (2 3S) the most
reactive directions change from ca. 50° to 90° on going fr
100 to 400 meV. This unusual behavior is related to the d
matic change of the outer shape of the boundary surface

e
V.

FIG. 4. The calculated exit potential energy curvesV( i )
1 (R,u) between CO1

and He.R is the distance between He and the center-of-mass~X! of CO1,
andu denotes the CXHe angle. The contour maps for the repulsive boun
positions are also shown with an energy spacing of 100 meV.X̃(2S1),
Ã(2P), andB̃(2S1) denote the electronic states of CO1.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. ~a! Observed and~b! calculated two-dimensional Penning ionization electron spectra~2D-PIES! for N21He* (2 3S) in a relative unit. The right-hand
panel of each figure shows CERPIES drawn with a solid line forEc5100 meV and with a dotted line forEc5300 meV.
iti

pe
n the
N2 with He* (2 3S) from the oblate form to the prolate form
with increasing energies, as can be seen in Fig. 1. Intens
of Ã states for both N21He* and CO1He* increase more
rapidly with the increase ofEc than X̃ or B̃ state, which
reflects the softness of the repulsive potentials towards
pendicular directions of molecular axis in the collision e
ergy range of the present study. CEDPICS forX̃ andB̃ states
Downloaded 15 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.158. Redistribution subject to AI
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~S states! are nearly the same for N21He* ,19,42,44,59reflect-
ing the electron distribution of respectives orbitals (3sg

and 2su) being very similar to the collinear directions~u
50°!. In the case of CO1He*, CEDPICS forX̃ andB̃ states
~S states! are on the other hand considerably different,45,59

because of the difference of the electron distribution of
correspondings orbitals ~5s and 4s!; the exterior electron
ith a
FIG. 6. ~a! Observed and~b! calculated 2D-PIES for CO1He* (2 3S) in a relative unit. The right-hand panel of each figure shows CERPIES drawn w
solid line for Ec5100 meV and with a dotted line forEc5250 meV.
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5715J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Energy resolved Penning ionization
distribution is dominant at the C-atom side for 5s orbital and
at the O-atom side for 4s orbital. Since the repulsive wall fo
u50° is much more hardened than that foru590° in the
energy range between 180 and 40 meV in connection w
the lower soft spot foru50°, the slope of the CEDPICS
for X̃ state of CO1 is more flattened. These characterist
can be seen in the both observed and calculated CERPIE
Fig. 6.

Peak positions of the most prominent peaks in obser
and calculated PIES are listed in Table II at the lower a
higher collision energies,Ec5100 and 300 meV for N2
1He* andEc5100 and 250 meV for CO1He*. Full-widths
at half-maxima are also listed forX̃ and B̃ states in paren-
theses. The calculated peak positions are in good agree
with the observed values within 10–60 meV. It was fou
that the calculated peak positions are insensitive to the
potentials; even if the exit potentials are artificially replac

FIG. 7. The logs(i) vs logEc plots for N21He* (2 3S). Observed cross
sections are plotted with circles, the present calculation drawn with s
lines. Contour maps of the electron densities for molecular orbitals co
sponding to the respective ionic states are also shown. Observed total
sections are normalized to the reported value~Ref. 17! at Ec5200 meV.

FIG. 8. The logs(i) vs logEc plots for CO1He* (2 3S). Observed cross
sections are plotted with circles, the present calculation drawn with s
lines. Contour maps of the electron densities for molecular orbitals co
sponding to the respective ionic states are also shown. Observed total
sections are normalized to the reported value~Ref. 17! at Ec5100 meV.
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by a completely flat potential, the calculated peak positio
coincide within 10 meV. This indicates that the vertical io
ization transition from the entrance potential occurs mos
onto the flat area of the exit potential. This is highly likel
since the repulsive walls for the exit channel are very mu
compressed to the shorter distance in comparison with
entrance channel as mentioned above for Figs. 3 and
should be noted that the calculated peak positions are slig
overestimated by 10–60 meV. This indicates that entra
potentials especially at the lower repulsive parts may still
overestimated by this amount. The observed peak en
shift DE estimated with respect to the energy difference
tween the metastable excitation energy~19.82 eV! and the
target IP is at most 60 meV withEc5100 meV, which indi-
cates that the ionization probabilities do not governed by
trajectories with zero-impact parameters. As for the ba
widths, calculations explain the observation qualitatively; t
bandwidths increase with increasing collision energies. Si
the increases of the bandwidths are 20–40 meV and m
smaller than the increments of the collision energy of 2
meV (N2) or 150 meV~CO!, the ionization transitions do
not mainly occur on the highest turning points correspond
to the zero-impact parameter. This is consistent with the p
vious analyses of ionization probabilities as functions of i
pact parameter values.42

B. CH3CN¿He* „2 3S…

Figure 9 shows the contour map of the calculated mo
potential energy surfaceV0 for CH3CN1He* , taken in the
sv plane ~f50°!, which includes one of CH bonds in th

id
e-
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id
e-
oss

FIG. 9. The contour map of the calculated model potential energy sur
V0 for CH3CN1He* (2 3S) taken in thesn plane~f50°!. The spacing of
the contour lines is 50 meV for negative values and 100 meV for posi
values between 0 and 800 meV, respectively.

TABLE II. Peak positions~eV! of the most prominent vibrational band in
CERPIES (Ec5100, 300 meV for N21He* and Ec5100, 250 meV for
CO1He* !. Full-widths at half-maxima~meV! are also shown forX̃ and B̃

states in parentheses. Peak positions ofÃ states are those ofn51 for N2

1He* andn52 for CO1He*.

Ec X̃ Ã B̃

N21He* Obsd. 100 4.26~163! 2.90 1.04~165!
300 4.30~200! 2.96 1.07~203!

Calc. 100 4.28~167! 2.90 1.10~165!
300 4.31~196! 2.97 1.12~189!

CO1He* Obsd. 100 5.86~151! 2.95 0.17~142!
250 5.89~192! 2.97 0.20~181!

Calc. 100 5.85~164! 2.97 0.17~183!
250 5.86~196! 3.00 0.17~201!
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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methyl group. The spacing of the contour lines is 50 meV
negative values and 100 meV for positive values betwee
and 800 meV, respectively. A CH3CN molecule interacts at
tractively with He* (2 3S) when a He* atom approaches th
N atom. The well depth is about 380 meV located on
coaxial line of the CN bond. The presence of a deep poten
well around the CN group was also found for an end-on-ty
complex of CH3CN1Li in the earlier studies.54,55

Figure 10 shows logs(i) versus logEc plots of CEDPICS
for CH3CN1He* (2 3S). Observed cross sections are plott
with circles in a relative unit, and they are compared w
those for the present calculation shown with solid lines. T
ionic states of CH3CN1, X̃(1 2E), Ã(1 2A1), B̃(2 2E), and
C̃(2 2A1) states, correspond to the ionization from t
2e(pCN), 7a1(nN), 1e(sCH), and 6a1(sCC) molecular or-
bitals of CH3CN, respectively. Contour maps of the calc
lated ionization widths corresponding to the respective io
states are also shown in Fig. 10, in which the thick solid l
in the maps shows the contour curve of 100 meV of
entrance potential as a reference of the repulsive bound
In the maps of the ionization widths and the repulsive bou
ary, the thick arrow indicates important directions of the
teractions between CH3CN molecule and the He* atom.

In order to reproduce branching ratios, the rat
of the constant K ( i ) of Eq. ~11! were optimized as

K (X̃):K (Ã):K (B̃):K (C̃)51.00:1.83:5.16:9.89. After this opti
mization, calculated CEDPICS as well as branching ra
were found to be in good agreement with the experime
although the lower energy part of theB̃ state is less satisfac
tory, which will be discussed below in connection with th
quality of the entrance model potential. The slopesm in
logs(i) versus logEc plots are listed in Table III. Negative
values of the slopesm can be ascribed to attractive intera
tions around the potential well in the entrance surface.43 The
largest negative slope for theÃ state is clearly related to th
deep potential well around the N-atom end of the CN gro
where the electron distribution of the corresponding mole

FIG. 10. The logs(i) vs logEc plots for CH3CN1He* (2 3S). Observed
cross sections are plotted with circles in a relative unit, the present calc
tion drawn with solid lines. Contour maps of the calculated ionizat
widths corresponding to the respective ionic states are also shown.
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lar orbital @7a1(nN)# is most distributed. The second large
negative slopem for the X̃ state is also reasonable, since t
electron distribution of the corresponding molecular orbi
(pCN) is also dominant around the attractive potential w
region. The slope valuem for the B̃ state is positive for both
observed and calculated CEDPICS, though the latter is m
larger. Since the exterior electron distribution of the 1e(sCH)
orbital is extending around the border between the attrac
well on the CN group and the repulsive walls around t
CH3 group. Considering that the Li model potential is like
to overestimate repulsive energies as found in the prev
studies,19,42,43the discrepancy may be improved when the
model potential is modified. As for theC̃ state corresponding
to 6a1(sCC) orbital, the calculation has yielded an excelle
agreement with the newly obtained experimental data in
present study. The most important geometries for theC̃ state
are in axial directions as indicated in Fig. 10. A long the
directions, entrance potentials are highly attractive or rep
sive and not in the marginal regions like the case of theB
state, to which calculations depend crucially on the qualit
under subtle balances.

Exit potentials are much harder than the entrance po
tial, as shown in Fig. 11. This is probably due to the sm
polarizability and the compact wave function of the He ato
The repulsive walls are more compressed to the shorter
tances at the directions where ionized electron orbitals
mainly distributed. Since repulsive boundaries for the io
ized surfaces are much more compressed in comparison
the entrance surface, the exit potentials are almost flat in
region where the He* atom effectively interact with the col
lision partner on the entrance repulsive surface. This prop
sity is, however, relative. Around the CN group, there is
deep well in the entrance surface. In this region, the resp
tive exit surface cannot be considered as a flat surface.
point will be discussed in connection with the effects of t
exit potential on the calculated 2D-PIES.

Figure 12 shows~a! observed and~b! calculated contour
maps of 2D-PIES. The right-hand panel of each figure sho
CERPIES drawn with a solid line forEc;100 meV and a
dotted line forEc;250 meV. Table IV lists the peak positio
of X̃(1 2E) andÃ(1 2A1) states and peak energy shiftsDE in
parentheses;DE were estimated with respect to the ener
difference between the metastable excitation energy~19.82
eV! and the target IP.

As can be seen from Fig. 12 and Table IV, the followin
experimental features are qualitatively well reproduced
the present trajectory calculations:

la-

TABLE III. Slopesm in log s(i) vs logEc plot of CH3CN1He* (2 3S) in the
collision energy range from 90 to 300 meV.

Ionic state Experiment Calculation

X̃(1 2E) 20.26 20.20

Ã(1 2A1) 20.47 20.50

B̃(2 2E) 0.12 0.31

C̃(2 2A1) 20.30 ~90–170 meV! 20.32 ~90–170 meV!
20.01 ~170–300 meV! 0.00 ~170–300 meV!
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5717J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Energy resolved Penning ionization
~i! The peak energy shiftsDE are negative forX̃(1 2E)
and Ã(1 2A1) states.

~ii ! The negative peak energy shiftDE of X̃(1 2E) is
larger than that ofÃ(1 2A1).

~iii ! Bandwidths ofX̃(1 2E) and B̃(2 2E) states are in-
creasing and slightly expanded to the higherEe side
with the increase ofEc .

FIG. 11. The calculated exit potential energy curvesV( i )
1 for CH3CN1

1He taken in thesn plane ~f50°!. The contour maps for the repulsiv
boundary positions are also shown with an energy spacing of 100 m
X̃(1 2E), Ã(1 2A1), B̃(2 2E), andC̃(2 2A1) denote the electronic states o
CH3CN1.
Downloaded 15 Oct 2008 to 130.34.135.158. Redistribution subject to AI
~iv! The peak positions of theÃ(1 2A1) and X̃(1 2E)
states are independent ofEc .

~v! The intensities and widths increase on going to
higherEc side for the band ofB̃(2 2E) state.

~vi! The intensities and widths show minima at an inte
mediate collision energy for the band ofC̃(2 2A1)
state.

From the more quantitative analyses, the following fe
tures should be noted:

~1! The calculated negative peak energy shiftDE of
X̃(1 2E) state is smaller than the observed value by 1
meV.

~2! The calculated lowEe components for the band o
X̃(1 2E) are too small.

~3! The calculated positive slope in logs ( i ) versus logEc

plot of B̃(2 2E) is too large, as mentioned for the CED
PICS in Fig. 10.

V.

TABLE IV. Peak position ofX̃(1 2E) andÃ(1 2A1) states of CH3CN1. The
peak energy shift estimated with respect to the energy difference betw
the metastable excitation energy~19.82 eV! and the target ionization poten
tial is also shown in parentheses in a meV unit.

Ionization
potentiala/eV Ec Obs. Calc.

X̃(1 2E) 12.20 100 7.16~2460! 7.30 ~2320!
250 7.16~2460! 7.30 ~2320!

Ã(1 2A1) 13.13 100 6.36~2330! 6.43 ~2260!
250 6.36~2330! 6.43 ~2260!

aReference 82.
with
FIG. 12. ~a! Observed and~b! calculated 2D-PIES for CH3CN1He* (2 3S) in a relative unit. The right-hand panel of each figure shows CERPIES drawn
a solid line forEc5100 meV and with a dotted line forEc5250 meV.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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These features are related to the deficiency of the
model potential of the entrance potentials, especially in
directions where repulsive and attractive interactions co
pete with each other; such regions are located around
perpendicular direction of the CCN axis or CH bond whe
2e(pCN) and 1e(sCH) orbitals are expanding outside. Th
will be discussed in connection with the quality of the e
trance model potentials in Sec. IV D.

C. Influence of the exit potential on 2D-PIES

Crucial influences of exit potentials on 2D-PIES we
not found except for theX̃(1 2E) and Ã(1 2A1) states of
CH3CN1. This is easily understood by the ionic surfac
being much more compressed than the entrance surfa
The exceptions of theX̃(1 2E) and Ã(1 2A1) states are re-
lated to the very deep well around the CN group in the
trance surface. Since the repulsive boundary in this reg
for the entrance surface can be compressed too much,
more than the ionic state potentials, the situation may
reversed. In order to confirm this effect of an overcompr
sion of the repulsive potential in the entrance surface, ar
cial calculations were performed using completely flat e
potentials. The results of the 2D-PIES with flat exit pote
tials were found to be very similar to the normal results
Fig. 12 except for theX̃(1 2E) and Ã(1 2A1) states; The
peak position for theX̃(1 2E) state was shifted to the highe
electron energy by ca. 50 meV and lower electron ene
tails for theÃ(1 2A1) state were cut off to a very wide rang
of ca. 400 meV. This clearly indicates the importance of
qualities of exit potentials where the entrance potential ha
deep well. In view of this, if the repulsive boundaries arou
the CN group in the exit potentials for theX̃(1 2E) and
Ã(1 2A1) states are much more compressed, the peak p
tions for these bands as well as the lowerEe tail for the band
of the Ã(1 2A1) state will be improved.

D. Remarks on the entrance model potentials

In connection with the entrance potentials, there are s
eral important points to be mentioned. In theab initio deter-
mination of interaction potentials, basis functions should
carefully chosen. At a minimum level, split-valence ba
sets with diffuse and polarization functions should be use87

Full counterpoise corrections need to be made to accoun
basis-set superposition errors.65 Effects of electron correla
tion are also important. A comparison has been made
MP2, CCSD~T!, and QCISD~T! levels.88 The CCSD~T! level
is recommended for small systems, and at least MP2 cor
tions should be made for the larger systems. The pre
study followed this criterion. In addition to the problem
associated with basis functions and electron correlation,
use of the Li model causes some inaccuracies. In orde
compensate for these drawbacks, a linear scaling treatm
of V0

scaled5aV0 has been employed in the previous stud
for N21He* 42,44and CO1He*.45 It should be noted that the
optimized values for the parametera are smaller than unity
indicating overestimation of repulsive interactions or und
estimation of attracting interactions;a50.50 for N2 with an
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MP2/6-3111G* level,42 a50.80 for N2 with a
CCSD~T!/6-3111G* level,44 and a50.55 for CO with a
CCSD~T!/623111G* level.45 It is also of note that the
CCSD~T! treatment improves electron correlation effects
give a larger value for the parametera much closer to unity
than the MP2 calculation.

In the present study a more flexible form of Li mod
potentials than the simple linear scaling has been used fo2

and CO. The aim of this treatment is to obtain much be
quantitative agreement with the observation, especially
CO. In the case of CO, the C-atom side and O-atom s
should have different characteristics. Thus, the simple s
ing treatment should be replaced by the more flexible fu
tions VEC using exponential corrections combined wi
Legendre expansions in Eq.~6!.59 Improved aspects in com
parison with the simple scaling results are summarized
follows in connection with the optimized parameter sets
Table I:

~1! The slopes for the logs(i) versus logEc plots of
CEDPICS for CO are considerably flattened in the low
collision energy range below 150 meV to give excelle
agreement with the experiments. This effect is especi
remarkable in the calculated CEDPICS for theX state of
CO1. This has a connection with the optimized positi
value of A15296 meV for CO in Table I, which draws
down the repulsive parts of potentials more effective
on the C-atom side aroundu50°.

~2! The slopes for the logs(i) versus logEc plots of
CEDPICS for N2 are also improved in the lower colli
sion energy range, although the effects are not rema
able as in the case of CO. This is also related to
downward deformation effects of the entrance poten
in the lower parts.

Concerning the optimized values of (A0 ,A2 ,A4) in
Table I, the spherical termA0 is the largest for both N2 and
CO. Isotropic contributions of inaccuracies due to basis fu
tions or electron correlation effects can be corrected with
term to some extent. It should be noted thatA2 /A0 has a
negative value of ca.20.4, which indicates oblate correc
tions leading to the more negative contributions draw
down the interaction potentials effectively in the perpendic
lar directions wherep electrons distribute. This indicates th
a charge transfer~CT! interaction leading to M2A* 1 is re-
sponsible for the dominant contributions in the corrections
the Li model potentialsV0 ; the 2s electron in a He* ~Li !
atom tends to be transferred into the degenerate antibon
p orbitals in N2 and CO. Although the CT interaction o
M2A* 1 is already included in theV0 , the optimizedA2 /A0

values clearly show theab initio Li model potential is
deficient to a certain extent in inclusion of the CT intera
tion. It is well known that the magnitude of interactions
enhanced when the energy separation between interactin
bitals becomes smaller. Since the ionization energy
Li(2 2S)(5.392 eV) is larger than that of He* (2 3S)
3(4.768 eV), the Li model potential underestimates the
interaction. Therefore, the positive value ofA1 in Table I
indicates that corrections are larger on the C-atom side,
cause of the distribution of the antibondingp orbitals being
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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much more localized on the C-atom side. Relevance of
CT interaction with target unoccupied orbitals can also
rationalized by the following arguments on theB parameter.
The optimized values for theB parameter in Table I are
1.104 Å for N2 and 0.861 Å for CO, respectively. The cha
acteristic lengthB can be connected with the asymptotic b
havior of wave function tails known asB2152(2I )1/2,
whereI is the ionization potential.89 The characteristic length
of ca. 1 Å corresponds to an orbital function whose ioniz
tion potential is ca. 1 eV, which is of approximate order
unoccupied molecular orbitals. It is of note that the presenB
values of ca. 1 Å are in good agreement with the correspo
ing values ofB50.909 Å (B2151.10 Å21) in the exponen-
tial CT interaction term for the system of CH3Cl1Ne* by
Albertı́ et al.,90 which has been introduced in addition to th
van der Waals terms in traditional semiempirical potentia

In connection with the qualities of Li model potentials,
precise estimate has been made for atomic targets by H
et al.;53 the well depths for Li1X ~X5H, Li, Na, K, Hg!
systems were found to be 10% to 20% larger than those
He* (2 3S)1X. Although this estimate of inaccuracies in
volved in the Li model seems to be opposite to those
duced in the present and previous studies for molec
targets,42–45,59 the key points are the major interactions i
volved in the atomic targets; the most important role is p
sessed by the unpaired valence electron of the atom, w
energy level is not higher than the 2s electron of the Li atom
to lead to overestimation of the interactions in comparis
with the more higher 2s electron of He* . This argument also
supports the propensity that Li model potentials have b
rather satisfactory for larger systems having a deep pote
well, since in these systems occupied molecular orbitals p
important roles in interaction with the Li~He* ! atom to lead
to larger attractive interactions for the Li model, compens
ing the drawbacks to some extent. However, even for s
tems such as CH3CN, the effects of CT interactions involv
ing unoccupied target orbitals are important, since the lo
energy parts of repulsive walls in the entrance potentials m
be improved to give the better CEDPICS and CERPIES
ionic states whose respective orbitals having electron de
ties in the relevant spatial regions as in the case ofX̃(1 2E)
and B̃(2 2E) states in the present study.

E. Remarks on the ionization width

Although the present estimation of the ionization wid
G ( i ) by Eq. ~11! was found to be excellent for taking th
anisotropy and the radial dependence into account quan
tively, optimized values for constantsK ( i ) in Eq. ~11! should
be discussed. In Table V, optimized values forK ( i ) are listed
and compared with the ionization potential of the respec
ionic state. There is a tendency that the larger the IP of
ionized electron~the smaller the kinetic energy of ejecte
electron Ee), the larger the corresponding values forK ( i )

become. This is at least partly related to a factor of 2pr ( i )

in Eq. ~7! for the fundamental equation for the ionizatio
width. When expanding outgoing electron wave functio
into partial waves, this factor is normalized as 2pr ( i )
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54(2Ee)
21/2.29 Moreover, two electron integrals related

electron transfer or electron exchange may have larger va
when the energy gap becomes smaller; the energy gap t
considered is the difference between the IP of the Hes
orbital and the IP of the respective target molecular orbi
Since this effect is missing in Eq.~11! after employing the
Mulliken approximation and using overlap integrals, the v
ues ofK ( i ) should also become larger for the larger IP stat
Based on these arguments, the tendency in Table V tha
smallerEe ~the larger IP! the largerK ( i ) can be considered to
be reasonable.

V. CONCLUSION

In order to elucidate collisional reaction dynamics, co
lision energy dependence of partial ionization cross secti
~CEDPICS! and collision-energy resolved Penning ioniz
tion spectra~CERPIES! were studied by 2D-PIES exper
ments and classical trajectory calculations based onab initio
molecular orbital calculations. The entrance potential emb
ded in the ionization continua can be approximated by
placing an excited He* (2 3S) atom by a ground state
Li(2 2S) atom. This treatment is satisfactory to estimate a
isotropy and radial dependence of the entrance potential
face in good quantitative accuracy. Optimization of the
model potential with additional correction functions reveal
that CT interactions of the valence 2s electron in the He*
atom with unoccupied molecular orbitals in the target m
ecule tend to be underestimated in the Li model, since
energy level of the 2s electron is lowered in the Li(22S)
atom by ca. 0.6 eV, in comparison with the He* (2 3S) atom.
Corrections of this effect were found to be important f
N21He* (2 3S) and CO1He* (2 3S), because the lower en
ergy parts of repulsive walls in the entrance surfaces p
decisive roles in the collision dynamics.

The exit potential surfaces were found to be much l
important in collisional ionization dynamics. CEDPICS a
irrelevant to the exit potentials. Even for CERPIES exit p
tentials are not important, because ion–molecule interact
are much stronger than the atom–molecule interaction
make the former potentials much more compact than
latter. This means that vertical transitions from the entra

TABLE V. The optimized relative ratios ofK ( i ) of Eq. ~11! and its corre-
sponding molecular orbital energy.

Molecule Ionic state Relative ratio ofK ( i )
Ionization potentiala

~eV!

N2 X̃(2Sg
1) 1.00 15.60

Ã(2Pu) 1.33 16.75

B̃(2Su
1) 2.38 18.78

CO X̃(2S1) 1.00 14.01

Ã(2P) 2.07 16.54

B̃(2S1) 2.55 19.72
CH3CN X̃(1 2E) 1.00 12.20

Ã(1 2A1) 1.83 13.13

B̃(2 2E) 5.16 15.13

C̃(2 2A1) 9.89 17.58b

aAdiabatic ionization potentials taken from Refs. 63 and 82.
bVertical ionization potential.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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surface occur on almost flat parts of ionic surfaces. So
exceptional cases were found for CH3CN1He* (2 3S); in
this case there is a deep well of ca. 380 meV around the
group that compresses the entrance repulsive surface
large extent; thus, ionization transitions from the entran
surface at geometrical positions around the CN group oc
on the nonflat parts of the exit surfaces.

Anisotropy and radial dependence of ionization widt
G ( i ) were found to be essentially important to describe co
sion dynamics related to CEDPICS and CERPIES. The
proximation ofG ( i ) using overlap integrals between ionize
target molecular orbital and He 1s orbital was found to be
satisfactory. The proportionality constantK ( i ) in the expres-
sion of G ( i ) was found to have a correlation with the ener
of the ejected electron.
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